
In a lone tea cup

Swirling in the tea

A lone cup

The milk of the day frothing at their 

feet

Dissolved

Locks and chains binding

The verge creeper

Under the sugar-

A reduced pack

Coatings people usually find appealing

Aren’t so

Cardboard boxes

All soggy

‘This way up’

Stark reminders

Of the spoon cl-cl-clinking

Squashing

Removing

Grinding my escape

Away from the stars

Sombre tea bags

Soon to be taken

A gritty exclusion

On all the doorways of the world

Imogen 9N



Reading strategies

This is the easy way to start to read,                                                                                       

a hard poem that made you scared and freak,                                                                                  

luckily soon all that worry will be freed,                                                                                   

steps one, two and three.

First to start: the heading line,                                                                                            

the title sits above the rest,                                                                                               

read it to see if you can save some time,                                                                                    

to get the idea of your victim.

See who speaks,                                                                                                              

more will be leaked,                                                                                                         

is there a tense you can seek?                                                                                               

Do they murmur or another?

Then the turning point,                                                                                                      

a twist in the plot,                                                                                                         

a different type of joint,                                                                                                   

that makes you think.

What’s the tone?                                                                                                             

Serious and sadistic,                                                                                                        

catty on the phone,                                                                                                          

or happy and fun?

Just like the start,                                                                                                         

the ending is key,                                                                                                           

the reveal of a hidden part,                                                                                                 

certain to make your work spark.

A summary in a nutshell,                                                                                                     

perfect to remember all points,                                                                                              

you don’t want to miss a cell,                                                                                               

that could be crucial.

Finally, what’s the message?                                                                                                 

To understand the whole piece,                                                                                               

in amongst the wreckage,                                                                                                     

there’s a line.                                                                                                              

To help you survive- poetry.   

By Imogen 9N  



The Impact

Shouts and screams, creeping in,
Covering ears to block the sin,

Hits and kicks, making an impact,
All leading up to the final act.

No one there, all on your own,
Just staying in your comfort zone.
Starts off fine, you’re an introvert,

But it will get worse and you will get hurt.

Starts with shouts, shaming your body,
Making you less of somebody.

You can deal with it, get on top,
But they aren’t going to stop.

Next is worse, violence and pain,
You always seem to be in the rain.
Limping home, parents unaware,

It seems like there’s no one who cares.

You think it’s all over, you can’t come back,
Till you realise you don’t need that pack.

You don’t care, don’t need to be in that troop,
For you’re only an outsider to that group

By Joshua 9F



Do you care?
“What is being done to end a 

damning reflection of 
society?”

“Staff have been recruited for 
the uneducated 

accommodation”
“It is an ongoing challenge”

We are here, can you even see 
us, just because we’re sleeping 

rough,
We aren’t uneducated, we do 

have friends,
We are here and still have 

feelings.

Do you know how it feels,
To feel to be a nuisance?

Of course not, you’re sat there
In your ivory tower

Not having to deal with the 
damage

You have done. We are out 
here,

Starving to death, but you 
don’t care,

You’re sat there, on your blood 
diamond chair,

Wearing your polar bear fur 
coat,

But you don’t care that you 
caused us,

You sat there in you carbon 
emissions home,

But you don’t care, that we’re 
cleaning up your mess.

By Joshua 9F



REUNITING

The pleasure of reuniting from war,
Changing faces when you walk 
through the door.
Seeing people part of a family,
Tears pouring out because of 
children’s glee.

Your loved ones running to you with 
pure shock,
Clinging onto your body like a rock.
After an adventure of a lifetime,
When there is one more mountain left 
to climb.

When your head can be higher than 
ever,
When peo’ climb your clothes made 
out of leather.
Your tears make a river of happiness,
And every single worry becomes less.

Your loved ones running to you with 
pure shock,
Clinging onto your body like a rock.
After an adventure of a lifetime,
When there is one more mountain left 
to climb.

You are part of a family again,
The people who hold emotion are men.
Your life will go on like nothing 
happened,
The reuniting journey at an end.

Your loved ones running to you with 
pure shock,
Clinging onto your body like a rock.
After an adventure of a lifetime,
When there is one more mountain left 
to climb.
By Joshua 9F



I have everything

Feel like I’m blending into the wall,

The solitary shadow,

Not chained to possessions,

But locked in this life,

Another Sunday sombre bell,

A reminder of how lonely life can be,

When you aren’t in a community,

I know you can’t trust anyone,

Isolated, lonely,

Left out and forgotten,

But how can you be forgotten by people 

who don’t even know you exist,

Holding out my hands,

Begging to eyes choosing not to see,

But I can see you,

I’ve seen everything you don’t want 

people to know,

But who would I tell this to,

I don’t have friends,

Nor possessions,

Nor a home,

But I have everything I need.

By Emily 9R



We don’t deserve this hate
I’m holding my banner above my head, and I’m shouting 
words
so repeated they’ve lost their meaning.
I’m not a colour, a religion, a sexuality, an item of clothing. 
In case you didn’t know I’m
human. I shriek and screech and scream for the world to 
hear,
but my words fall upon deaf ears, unwilling to hear a word.
I don’t deserve this hate.

Vandalism, sabotage, the destruction of our homes, doors 
ripped off hinges,
broken windows and smashed glass,
Knife attacks, blood, blood everywhere. Watching as the 
acute edge pierces
her skin. She wasn’t perfect, was it her skin or religion,
her personality or style, her emotions or livelihood, just 
one thing wasn’t
perfect. But when was anyone perfect. And I cried for help 
as she collapsed,
in agony, fell like sand through my fingers.
We don’t deserve this hate.

Stereotypes are everywhere, and prejudice takes lives. 
Modern society is an injustice
an injustice to humanity. Can’t people understand,
their rash actions are breaking humans, capturing us in a 
self-destructive net of our own creation.
We hear it on the news, in the media,
Every time it’s the same story from a new unfamiliar voice,
Now we are getting punished for the crimes we don’t 
commit,
by the unofficial judge holding a weapon,
And death is the sentence for difference.
No one deserves this hate.

By Emily



The Hate

All the time I feel the eyes,

Every time I’m walking, I feel the eyes

When anyone sees me I feel the eyes

Because of my looks I feel the eyes

Because of my skin I feel the eyes

Because I’m from afar I feel the eyes

All the time I feel the eyes

All the time I hear the words

Whispered in an ear I hear the words

Behind my back I feel the words

Without a care, I hear the words

With sadness intended I hear the words

Straight to my face I hear the words

All the time I hear the words

All the time I feel the hate

From the eyes I feel the hate

From the words I feel the hate

Pushing down on me I feel the hate

Breaking my head I fee; the hate

Making me mad I feel the hate

All the time I feel the hate

By Alistair 9R



The Key To My Soul:

All of the endless doorways,

Have led to a mind block,

Your lock,

Throw the key away,

Toss away your 

consciousness,

Solitary sounds,

Invade your ears,

Muffling the screams of help

That surround you,

‘Please ignore us we only 

want your help’,

Developing a wall between

You and me,

What is the difference?

I am too a human being,

You are not bigger than me,

Yet here I am,

Being the beggar in front of 

you.

By Noor-Ul-Ain 9E



Anti-Hate Crime Poem

‘When we don’t know how to love, we 

hate,

When we don’t know how to build 

bridges, we build walls.’

Do you find happiness in my desolate 

despair?

Has society come to such an extent?

You keep on breaching my happiness 

with fraudulent intent,

Why society come to such an extent?

This is not fair!

We are serene souls, peaceful 

beings,

Why go against nature?

Stop destroying everyone’s feelings,

Why would you want to crush our 

future?

You fulfil your hunger with our 

anguish,

Bringing us down to our lowest,

Right or wrong you can’t distinguish,

Find a place in your heart

By Noor Ul-Ain 9E & Krupa 9R



Paradisal
Lookin’ round the park

tick-tock clock
running free

feeling souls
feet

the blister keeping him
there, better than a lock

we’re here in
paradise

dark in mockery
a solitary box

alone
gone with the

wind, but still there

holding a stick, pain in
vein holding

exploring, hiding in
a concrete city’s

leaves
vines

Chains
By Wyn 9E



Chained to the Streets

Running through your veins.
Pulsing through your heart,
Solitary cells in society,
On your doorstep,
Innocent: lonely.
Waiting for a guardian angels,
To protect them from the devil.
The crooked hunger,
The mocking thirst,
For people to give.
For people to show love.

Hiding in the shadows,
Lurking at the back of your mind,
Is the love,
The empathy,
That you should’ve shown,
But has remained locked in the 
bodies,
Unable to make it to those,
Who are chained to the streets.

By Matilda 9E



Stereotypes
“This is a man’s world.”
“This isn’t a path suitable for a woman.”
“Men shouldn’t be in the kitchen.”
“Men are the abusers, not the abused.”
Stereotypes are why we judge strangers 
in the street,
making assumptions before we even 
meet.
Male, female, black or white,
we should clear our minds and do what’s 
right.
That man does ballet,
that woman is an engineer,
that white person is a Muslim,
that black person is an IT genius.
No one is superior,
who cares about exterior?
Why do you judge someone for their 
gender?
Is that really an excuse to be an 
offender?
We are all guilty,
that can't be denied,
but there’s only one difference:
some people ignore these thoughts.
Why should someone’s voice not be 
heard?
Why should they never say a word?
Why should they be waving through a 
window?
The ones who go against the archetype 
are the unspoken heroes.

By Emma 9N



Homelessness
Eating bread from a newspaper,
Under the stars my utopia,
I don’t have a home - I travel,
I see things that is your dystopia.

Locks and chains don’t shackle 
me,
I don’t have any possessions,
You hold out for frankincense or 
myrrh,
That is your depression.

I live my life how I want to,
You pass and through your 
crockery,
Violence rules your ways,
Now really who’s the mockery?

By Harry 9N



The voices

Hello?

Can you hear me?

I’m screaming but no one’s listening

Walk right past me…

Don't bother to ask ‘what's wrong?’

What have I done to hurt you

For you to ignore me so?

I keep on screaming

Louder and louder the voices get

‘What's she doing’

‘Why you being weird?’

Trying to escape this hellhole

All hope is lost

My hands reach out trying to grab 

something 

Anything to keep me from going 

insane

I scream louder

But my voice is drained out

Drained the voices screaming back at 

me

by the hands clawing at my neck

Around my mouth

My hand hits something

Something cold 

I grab it feeling the edges 

So sharp

Something cool runs down my hand 

Like water but thicker

`I can’t take it anymore’

I finally get the words out

And the last cold breath of air escapes 

my mouth. 

By Laaibah 9R



Drugs poem
The thing that some don’t know about

Is what can kill without a doubt

This Parasite

It’s impolite, the evidence is black &amp; white

Despite

The kids that try to tamper
It becomes a disaster

In the end you can’t control
Your life; thrown down a hole
This stuff that you can’t hide

MAN sort it out before it becomes a landslide
Your friends name you Roadman

Are you sure they don’t mean MADMAN?
What about your biggest fans?

Do you treat them like dustpans?
While you feed them lies

You say “I’m eating French-fries”
When in fact you’ve got drugs to organise

When the Police come knocking
And you’re not forthcoming
They’ll have their suspicions
And make their deductions

What will you do then?
When they find a VAPE PEN

The men will be outraged
This was not what they envisaged

But it’s your mum you look at
“But why do you do that”
She spent day and night

Keeping you warm and tight
And when you entered her sight
She did her utmost to provide

Now she looks at you with disgust
Knowing you have killed her trust

What do you do then?
When you go with the big men

All because of your drugs and Vape Pen

Sitting in the station
Bye Bye education

You did it for the Attention
Or was it some sort of sensation

It doesn’t matter any more
Your mother ain’t opening the door

Drugs killed your life
Hurt you with extreme strife

By Zidane 9R


